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How?
You will be shown how to ‘hand express’ – this means using your hands to get small amounts of milk out of 
your breasts. Here is a video going through the process: shorturl.at/qJQ23 (or do an internet search for ‘Baby 
Friendly hand expressing’).

Using an electric pump helps stimulate your breasts to produce more milk and means that you can express 
both breasts at the same time which saves you time. When should you start using the electric pump?

• Some hospitals say immediately, along with hand expressing

• Some say when your baby is about 2 days old

When?
Start expressing milk as soon as possible after baby is born – ideally within two hours.

Express milk every few hours, aiming for 8-10 times in 24 hours. Express at least once during the night and 
try not to leave long gaps between expressing. 

What is normal?
When your baby is born, your breasts already contain ‘colostrum’. This is concentrated liquid perfect for the first 
few days of your baby’s life. It is packed with ingredients that help protect your baby from infection. 

When you first try to express you will probably get a very small amount of colostrum. The more you express, the 
more colostrum you will get each time.

The next step is for your milk to ‘come in’ – you may notice a change in colour and that there is more of it. Your breasts might 
feel more full when this happens.

When babies are born on time, milk normally ‘comes in’ between day two and day three of the baby’s life. 

When babies are born very early it can take a bit longer for milk to ‘come in’ - three to five days. The more times you express 
each day the faster your milk will ‘come in’.

Tips: ask your baby’s nurse about

• Having lots of skin to skin time with baby

• Expressing while looking at or touching baby

• Having pictures of baby and things that smell of baby if you can’t be together while expressing

• Breast massage before you express

• Checking the fit of the pump against your breasts

• Going through the settings on the electric pump

• Making a plan for how to fit expressing into the day

Basic information about expressing breastmilk

Staff looking after you and your baby will talk through expressing milk with you – ask for more help if you don’t 
understand or are having trouble


